
FOLLOW THAT CAR
The Law Deals Wit he Arrival Of The Automobile By Lawrence Savelln T

ike most aspects of our daily life, car owner-
ship and operation is subject to and affected
by myriad legal requirements: vehicles must
be registered, plates must be displayed, driv-
ers must be licensed, insurance must be
obtained, speed limits and numerous other

directives must be followed, and so on. It might be difficult
(if not impossible) to imagine a time when such was not
the case, but, of course, there was one. When the automo-
bile first began appearing on roads that were formerly the
virtually-exclusive domain of feet and hooves, there were
no rules specifically addressing what were perceived by
some to be the mechanical intruders. But as automobiles
were increasingly making their presence known across this
country, the law started taking notice.

A hundred years ago, in the February 1908 issue of the
Yale Law Journal, Henry B. Brown, formerly an Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,
published an article titled, The Status of the Automobile.

The article included a generous portion of the author's
opinions on the issues presented, reflecting some of the
pointed resistance the automobile faced in its early years.

"The invention of the automobile has introduced upon
the public roads of the country a novel and not altogether
welcome guest. Although barely ten years since it first made
its appearance, it has already conquered an important

	

position in the domain of travel. Indeed, its great power,
speed and weight have made it a veritable king of the high-

way, before whom we are all invited to prostrate ourselves.
Though admitted to the use of the roads, in common with
other vehicles, certain restrictions have been found neces-
sary to curb its masterful and dominating influence'

The judge posited that the population was divisible into

	

two groups, those who drove (and supported) automobiles,
and those who did not.

"To nearly everyone but the occupants they were an
inconvenience; to many a nuisance, and to some a veri-
table terror. In dry weather they raised a stifling cloud of
dust and smoke; their engines produced a disturbing noise,
and their speed frightened horses, and rendered the roads
so unsafe that it became a question whether they could be
tolerated at all. Under such conditions, it is little wonder
that they became so obnoxious that they were prohibited
altogether in certain localities, such as Mount Desert and
Nantucket Islands, and largely in private grounds. As soon
as their beauty and peculiar construction had lost their
novelty... [they] raised a storm of indignation, and some-
times called forth a volley of stones, or of eggs which had
outlived their usefulness for every other purpose'

Nevertheless, when the issue of whether automo-
biles were entitled to the privileges of the use of the roads
was presented to the courts, such entitlement was gener-

	

ally upheld. It is interesting to trace some of the historical
process by which that came to be, including pre-automo-
bile cases that provided the framework that was followed
when the issue was ultimately presented. For example, in an

Above: There was an era when motorcars dominated newspaper headlines, not for their size or environmental impact, but merely
because of their very existence.
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1859 case, Moses (not that Moses) v. Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway,
the Supreme Court of Illinois, in ruling that a railroad could not be prevented
by neighboring property owners from running track on a public street, did so
with language that set the stage for what was to come.

A street is made for the passage of persons and property; and the law cannot
define what exclusive means of transportation and passage shall be used.... To
say that a new mode of passage shall be banished from the streets, no matter
how much the general good may require it, simply because streets were not
so used in the days of [ 18th century English legal scholar] Blackstone, would
hardly comport with the advancement and enlightenment of the present age."

Then, in an 1876 decision in Macomber v. Nichols, the Supreme Court of
Michigan (perhaps foreshadowing that state's affinity with the automobile)
dealt with a case where a horse became frightened, injuring its rider, when the
defendant approached with "an engine mounted on wheels" - a steam-powered
thresher being relocated. The court stated that "[p]ersons making use of horses
as the means of travel or traffic by the highways have no rights herein superior
to those who make use of the ways in other modes."

"When the highway is not restricted in its dedication to some particular
mode of use, it is open to all suitable methods; and it cannot be assumed that
these will be the same from age to age, or that new means of making the way
useful must be excluded merely because their introduction may tend to the
inconvenience or even to the injury of those who continue to use the road after
the same manner as formerly. A highway established for the general benefit of
passage and traffic must admit of new methods of use whenever it is found that
the general benefit requires them; and if the law should preclude the adapta-
tion of the use to the new methods, it would defeat, in greater or less degree, the
purposes for which highways are established."

In a 1901 case, Mason v. West, a New York court, although ruling on tech-
nical grounds to uphold a judgment against the owners of an "automobile ...
of somewhat crude and unusual construction ... propelled by steam gener-
ated by a gasoline burner" that frightened a horse, took pains to note: "That
the use of the streets must become extended to meet the modern innovations
of rapid locomotion is evident, and we do not mean to suggest that an auto-
mobile or any other of the present means of conveyance is an unlawful or
improper user. . . ."

	

Given such rulings, an August 22, 1899 New York Times article cited a local
official who noted that "there is no known law to prevent" use of an automobile,
and "advised all who drive skittish animals to sell them and buy old ones that a
cyclone could not frighten'

Although such use was permitted, it was regulated through the government's
"police power," which, as Justice Brown noted, "it was soon found necessary to
exercise, by requiring them to be registered or licensed, to limit their speed and
to carry lights by night and a horn by day, as well as to post their registered
numbers conspicuously upon the rear end of the machine." For example, the

September 3, 1899 Los Angeles Times reported on a new ordinance requiring

automobiles, like bicycles, operated in that city to be "equipped with a gong,
bell or whistle ...:'

Such regulation was generally upheld by the courts when challenged
(although there were at the time occasional exceptions). Challenges often
included the unsuccessful argument that imposing qualifications on drivers
and new administrative requirements on automobiles constituted an unlawful
discrimination as between cars and other vehicles.

Enforcement in those early days, however, particularly in the context of
speed, was difficult, in part an unintentional byproduct of the "any color as
long as it is black" automotive manufacturing era. Justice Brown reported:

"[I It has been found almost impossible to enforce a limit in this particu-
lar, from the fact that many of these machines largely resemble each other in
construction and color; that the faces of those who occupy or control them are
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often covered by masks, goggles or veils, and that they pass with
such rapidity that it is impossible to discern their numbers."

The law also developed to extend existing protections to

	

automobile operators. In the 1904 decision in Baker v. Fall

River, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts concluded
that an automobile, "a vehicle which can carry passengers
or inanimate matter," was thus a "carriage" within a statute
providing that towns shall keep highways reasonably safe for
teams and carriages.

Of course, automobiles required fuel, and when service
stations began appearing to fill that need, the courts tended to
support them against challenge. For example, in the 1904 case
of Stein v. Lyon, a New York court ruled that the construction
and maintenance of an automobile station or garage did not

	constitute a common-law nuisance and was a "perfectly lawful
and legitimate" business.

Justice Brown ended his article espousing his less-than-af-
fectionate view of motorists, wishful thinking about the ulti-

	

mately ephemeral nature of the attraction of the automobile,
and nostalgic respect for the former exclusive denizens of the
nation's roads.

"How far the automobile is a mere whim of fashion, and how
far it meets a real need of the community, time can alone deter-
mine. Judging from its rapidly increasing numbers, it seems to
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have made a place for itself in the hearts of the people. Whether
it will take its rank as one of the favorite vehicles of pleasure and
commerce, or supplant them all, we shall eventually know, - but
not now.... The automobile has much to contend against in
its offensive characteristics, and above all, in the arrogant disre-
gard of the rights of others with which it is often driven; but
new inventions may obviate some of these difficulties, and a few
sharp lessons from the courts may inculcate more respect for
the rights of others. Whatever the outcome may be, every true
admirer of the horse will pray that it may not be the extinction
or dethronement of the noblest of all domestic animals."

Roscoe Pound, the former Dean of the Harvard Law School,
once stated that, "Law is experience developed by reason and
applied continually to further experience." Around the turn of
the 20th century, the law took note of the "experience" of the
rise of the automobile, and sought to apply to it both exist-
ing and new principles. Looking back over the century that
followed, it seems fair to say that the law's intervention did not
block, and probably helped enable, the automobile to reach its
prominent position in our society and in our history. Indeed,
the long close relationship between cars and the law may have
been part of the motivation behind Adlai Stevenson's musing
that, "Law is not a profession at all, but rather a business
service station and repair shop."
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